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Executive Summary

This report defines horizontal and vertical traceability in the domain of software engineering.
It  describes  the work  thas  has been done to  extract  traceability  links  in  the  DECODER
project and gives access to the traceability links extraction tool software repository which
contain documentation to build and use the tool.

It also presents the experimentations that are planned in order to choose the best solutions
to integrate in the final version of the tool.

The deliverable has several dependencies on other tasks and feeds some other work, which
are described in the next figure and summarized in the table below.

Figure  1:  Graphical  view  of  relations  between  this
deliverable and other DECODER tasks and deliverables

Contributing tasks of this WP T4.1 and T4.4

Related deliverables of this WP D4.1

Input from other WP(s) WP2

Output to other WP(s) WP5, WP6
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

This report  describes the work on traces recovery already done and the remaining being
planned before the end of Tasks 4.1 (“Discover links between text and model or code”) and
4.4 (“Control impact of change”). We define “traces recovery” as the extraction from text or
code artifacts of the links necessary to fill the traceability matrix of a project.

A traceability matrix is a multidimensional matrix of links between requirements, source code,
test cases and other artifacts. It is a fundamental part of a software development process
and its absence or low quality is a major source of project failure. There were thus numerous
methodologies and (semi-)automatic tools that have been created to help teams to create
and maintain their traceability matrix. Unfortunately, these tools either require a large amount
of continuous manual work or force to use very constrained ways of expressing requirements
for example. They are thus prone to errors or to a growing gap between what they express
and actual code.

There are two kinds of traceability links, vertical and horizontal.  While vertical  traceability
links  are  links  between  artifacts  of  different  type  (e.g.,  requirements  and  test  cases),
horizontal  traceability  links  are links  between artifacts  of  the same type (e.g.  between 2
requirements, either in the same use case or not). 

In DECODER, we aim to use Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools to discover both
horizontal and vertical traceability links between text and model or code. This task consists in
using  NLP  and  machine  learning  technologies  to  recover  and  maintain  traces  between
documentation and code or documentation and models. Using such functions, any pair of
elements of two different artifacts could be 'reformulated' to a common representation space
and compared using some classical distance function like  cosine. We will use the result of
this  similarity  search to  build  elements  in  the traceability  matrix.  When a  user  needs to
validate a change in a document, the traceability matrix is involved so that the system can
compute the perimeter and the impact of the change. Traces between each pair of pieces of
knowledge will be computed before the commit is performed. Then, they will be re-computed
to show the artifact where the traces change and to show which one has an increase in
similarity level, and which one has a decrease.

1.2 Overall organisation of the document

In this document, we describe the current state of the DECODER tools available to fill and
consult  the  traceability  matrix.  In  section  2,  we  quickly  present  some  related  works.  In
sections  3.1 and  3.2, we describe the work that will  be done, respectively on vertical and
horizontal  traceability.  We also  show the planning  of  the  experimentations  proposed  to
validate these tools in section 4. Section 5 presents the initial version of the DECODER trace
recovery  tool  which  is  already  available  and  those  that  will  follow.  Finally,  section  6
concludes this report.
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2 Related work

There  is  a  lot  of  work  concerning  traceability,  including  dedicated  conferences  and
workshops like [SST, 2019].  There are even events specialized on NLP for requirements
engineering,  like  the  2nd  Workshop  on  Natural  Language  Processing  for  Requirements
Engineering & NLP Tool Showcase [NLP4RE, 2019]. The existence of these research events
indicates that there are still several challenges that still need to be addressed in this area..

Some old works proposed interesting solutions but using classical AI methods and neural
network classifiers, like [Di Thommazo et al., 2014]. They help to build the  Requirements
Traceability  Matrix,  i.e. the  horizontal  links  between  requirements  by  using  4  different
methods based on,  respectively,  the Jaccard measure between entries data,  the TF-IDF
measure  between  requirement  descriptions,  a  fuzzy-logic  combination  of  both  previous
measures  and;  finally,  another  combination  of  the  same  measures  using  a  Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) neural classifier. The interest here is to be able to merge into a unique
numerical  value  the  information  coming both  from  structural  data  and  natural  language
descriptions. But neural approaches progressed a lot in NLP in recent years and applying
these new methods in a similar setting should improve the results.

As an example of the use of these new neural methods, [Guo et al., 2017] link the failure of
prior  methods to  obtain  good enough results  on the term mismatch that  occur  between
related artifacts and that  is  not  taken into account  by these methods.  To overcome this
limitation, they use Word2Vec [Mikolov et al., 2013] word embeddings and Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) to discover  horizontal  traceability  links.  It  is a source of  inspiration  and
comparison for our work which is based on BERT [Devlin et al., 2019] and the Transformer
architecture [Vaswani et al., 2017]. These have recently proved their high level of efficiency
to handle several tasks in natural language processing.

[Neculoiu  et  al.,  2016]  use  Siamese  Recurrent  Networks to  learn  variable-length  text
similarity, in their case job titles.  We will use this architecture to learn horizontal traceability
links.  [Seki, 2018, 2019] uses  Neural Machine Translation (NMT) models for cross-lingual
text similarity. This is an inspiration for vertical links. In our case, we will use the translation
models learnt in D4.1.

[Samer  et  al.,  2019]  use  two  different  feature-based  methods  to  identify  dependencies
between requirements. Their publicly available data will be precious to evaluate the methods
that we will implement in our horizontal traceability tool.
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3 Addressing traceability in DECODER

In  DECODER,  we will  address  both  types of  traceability  links  using  dedicated NLP and
machine learning tools. We describe in the following sections the work planned on each type
of traceability link.

3.1 Vertical traceability

For vertical traceability, we need to compute similarities between different kind of texts (e.g.
requirements vs. function documentation vs. test case descriptions) and between text and
code (e.g., function documentation vs. function implementation). For example, we want to
have a high similarity between 

• the requirement “When entering a correct  username and a correct  password,  the
login should be successful” 

• and the test case comment “Input correct username and password and click `Login’.
Expected result: Successful login”. 

For computing similarities between different kinds of  text,  we propose to project  different
texts in a common vector space and to use the model proposed by [Guo et al., 2017] but
adapted to BERT embeddings and the transformer model.

For  similarities  between  text  and  code,  we will  use  the  machine translation  approaches
described in D4.1 and code parsers in order to build comparable API call sequences that can
then be projected in  a common vector space like above.  Another  possibility  that  we will
explore  too  is  using  the  same  translation  models  built  in  D4.1  but  completed  with  the
approach proposed by [Seki, 2018, 2019], which consist in storing for each text seen the
values of the last layer before translation and then search the most similar in the list.

For each of the two methods evoked above (with and without translation), we will test various
BERT  versions:  pre-trained  generic  BERT  from  Google,  the  same  but  fine-tuned  on
DECODER corpora and finally, a version only trained on DECODER corpora. We will also
use the stock BERT and a version working at the character level.

For the encoding of code, we will try with and without un-camel-casing. For text analysis, we
will try with and without prior information extraction (named entities extraction and semantic
role labeling).

For each of the tasks described above, we will apply our method on the data from the original
work if available besides applying it to corpora built for each DECODER use case.

3.2 Horizontal traceability

Several kinds of links between artifacts of the same type can be the target of horizontal
traceability: implication, relatedness, etc. We will limit ourselves to the detection of similarity
without trying to identify the type of link. 

For example, we will compute a high similarity between the following two requirements:
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• “The user inputs correct login name and password and then clicks the `Login’ button.
He or she is granted access”; 

• “The  user  corrects  his/her  login  name and  password  and  then clicks  the `Login’
button. He or she is granted access”.

On the contrary, the similarity will be very low between the following two requirements:

• “The user inputs correct login name and password and then clicks the `Login’ button.
He or she is granted access”; 

• “The result of sqrt(4) is 2”.

We  will  implement  several  simple  baseline  measures  like  Jaccard,  TF-IDF-based and
word2vec-based cosine to compare with a more powerful BERT-based measure of our own.

To quickly offer an experimentation platform, we will first reuse the BERT-based sentence-
similarity tool proposed by [Narayanan, 2019].

DECODER Grant agreement No 824231 4
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4 Experimentation planning

Table 1 below shows the tasks planned in order to realize the experimentations mentioned in
the previous sections. These tasks will  be realized in parallel with those for WP2 and we
hopefully  will  also  be  able  to  realize  some  of  them  in  parallel  too.  The  time  currently
scheduled for reports and publications will probably be distributed at several places as the
results of the experiments are obtained.
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Task effort

Vertical Traceability
2w
4w
3w
2w
4w

Machine translation approaches from D4.1 2w
Measures in common vector space 4w

D4.1 + [Seki, 2018, 2019] 2w
Implement similarity storage 3w

BERT1: Pretrained Google's BERT 0w
BERT2: Fine-tune Google's BERT on Decoder data 3w
BERT3: Learn dedicated BERT on decoder data 3w

Implement un-camelcasing 2w
Preprocess corpora for un-camelcasing 3w
Train BERTs with un-camelcased corpora 3w

Preprocess corpora for NER and SRL 3w
Apply all implemented methods on all corpora 4w

Horizontal Traceability

2w

Implement Jaccard, TF-IDF-based and word2vec-based cosine 2w
Implement our own BERT-based measure. 3w
Test on [Narayanan, 2019] data 2w
Tests on Decoder data 3w
Apply all implemented methods on all corpora 4w

Reports and publications

Reproduce [Guo et al.] (Guo)
Apply Guo on Decoder use case(s)
Adapt Guo to BERT and Transformer (BVT)
Measure BVT on Guo data
Measure BVT on Decoder use case(s)

Experiment with the BERT-based sentence-similarity tool 
proposed by [Narayanan, 2019]

Table 1: Experimentation planning
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5 Demonstrator versions

In this section, we show what the initial prototype already available can produce and then
introduce what can be expected from future releases.

5.1 Initial release

The first release of the trace recovery demonstrator, which is the subject of this report, will
take as inputs a pair of texts to compare with their type (English text, comment type [class,
function,  test,  file  comment…],  formal  language  name,  etc.).  It  will  give  as  output  a
traceability link object as defined in D1.3, section 4.11:

{

“type”: “object”,

“properties”: {

“ref1”: {“artifact”:”id”, “location”:”id”},

“ref2”: {“artifact”:”id”, “location”:”id”},

“semantic_properties”: {

“similarity”: “float value”,

“role”: “string”,

“filename”: “string” }

“technical_properties”: {

“similarity”: “float value”,

“role”: “string”,

“filename”: “string”

}

}

}

This allows to offer immediately a functional and usable tool. The URL of the project on the
OW2 forge is: 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/trace_recovery_tool.

Follow the instructions there to build and use the tool.

We show below examples of  the service invocation with respectively  unrelated and very
similar texts. Please do not pay attention to data other than semantic similarity values as they
are currently just default values.

DECODER Grant agreement No 824231 6
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Query:

{

  "text1": "whichptr indicates which xbuffer holds the final iMCU row.",

  "text2": "no correspondance" 

} 

Response: 
{

  "semantic_properties": {

    "similarity": 2.3026646433060147e-11, 

    "role": "sr", 

    "filename": "f1"

  }, 

  "ref2": {"location": "l2", "artefact": "a2"}, 

  "ref1": {"location": "l1", "artefact": "a1"}, 

  "technical_properties": {

    "similarity": 0.25, 

    "role": "tr", 

    "filename": "f2"

  }

}

Figure 2: Calling the prototype service with two unrelated texts

Given two unrelated texts, as the ones shown in the Figure  2 (text1 and text2 in Query
section), the service answers with a very low semantic similarity score1 (see similarity value
in Response section in Figure 2). On the contrary, when the two given text are highly related
(see text1 and text2 in  Query section in Figure  3),  the service answers with a semantic
similarity score a lot higher (see similarity value in Response section in Figure 3). 

1 Similarity values are comprised between 0 (no similarity at all) and 1 (complete similarity).
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Query:

{

  "text1": "whichptr indicates which xbuffer holds the final iMCU row.",

  "text2": "test the xbuffer holding the final iMCU row." 

}  

Response:  
{

  "semantic_properties": {

    "similarity": 0.21951085232392625, 

    "role": "sr", 

    "filename": "f1"

  }, 

  "ref2": {"location": "l2", "artefact": "a2"}, 

  "ref1": {"location": "l1", "artefact": "a1"}, 

  "technical_properties": {

    "similarity": 0.25, 

    "role": "tr", 

    "filename": "f2"

  }

}

Figure 3: Calling the prototype service with two highly related texts

5.1.1 OpenAPI specification

In the DECODER project, all tools will be accessible through a remote API specified using
the OpenAPI specification2. By accessing the base address of the trace recovery service with
a navigator, one can retrieve its OpenAPI specification, which is:

{

  "components": {

    "schemas": {

      "Property": {

        "properties": {

          "filename": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "role": {

2 http://spec.openapis.org/oas/v3.0.3   
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            "type": "string"

          },

          "similarity": {

            "format": "float",

            "type": "number"

          }

        },

        "required": [

          "filename",

          "role",

          "similarity"

        ],

        "type": "object"

      },

      "Reference": {

        "properties": {

          "artefact": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "location": {

            "type": "string"

          }

        },

        "required": [

          "artefact",

          "location"

        ],

        "type": "object"

      },

      "TraceRecoveryResult": {

        "properties": {

          "ref1": {

            "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Reference"

          },

          "ref2": {

            "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Reference"

          },

          "semantic_properties": {

            "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Property"

          },

          "technical_properties": {

DECODER Grant agreement No 824231 9
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            "$ref": "#/components/schemas/Property"

          }

        },

        "required": [

          "ref1",

          "ref2",

          "semantic_properties",

          "technical_properties"

        ],

        "type": "object"

      }

    }

  },

  "info": {

    "description":  "This  is  the  Decoder  project  tool  dedicated  to  the  discovery  of
traceability links between artifacts",

    "title": "Decoder Trace Recovery tool",

    "version": "0.0.1"

  },

  "openapi": "3.0.2",

  "paths": {

    "/trace_recovery": {

      "post": {

        "parameters": [

          {

            "in": "data",

            "name": "text2",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "type": "string"

            }

          },

          {

            "in": "data",

            "name": "text1",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "type": "string"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {
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          "200": {

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/components/schemas/TraceRecoveryResult"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

5.1.2 Accessing the service

Read https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/trace_recovery_tool/-/blob/master/README.md for up to
date information on building and using the tool.

5.2 Subsequent releases

The API will be later updated to better fit in the DECODER integration schema. For example,
the  input  will  probably  be just  artifact  ids  and  the  tool  will  be  in  charge  to  retrieve  the
corresponding data from the Persistent Knowledge Monitor (PKM). The service will be also
continuously  updated  to  include  the  latest  versions  of  the  algorithms  developed  and
evaluated as sketched in previous sections.
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6 Summary and Conclusion

This report defines vertical and horizontal traceability in the domain of software engineering.
It describes the work that has been done to extract traceability links in the DECODER project
and provides access to the traceability links extraction tool software repository which contain
documentation to build and use the tool.

In the future, all the experimentations that are planned will be made in order to choose the
best solutions to integrate in the next versions of the tool. The API of the tool will also be
updated for a better integration in the DECODER framework.
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